PADDLE STYLE KNOB

- Excellent Alternative to Everyday Shower Door Handles
- Square Corners to Match Geneva, Vienna, Cardiff, Victoria, and Other Popular Hinge Series
- Requires Glass Fabrication

SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: Solid Brass
Glass Thickness Range: 1/4" to 1/2" (6 to 12 mm)
Hole Diameters Required: 1/2" (12 mm)

The Back-to-Back Paddle Style Knob certainly provides an alternative look when mounted to a frameless shower enclosure. The flat "paddle" shape appearance, along with square corners, makes it an ideal choice for use with popular hinge series such as Geneva, Vienna, Cardiff, and Victoria. Stocked in seven popular finishes, the Paddle Style Knob requires two 1/2" (12 mm) diameter holes.

LADDER STYLE BACK-TO-BACK PULL HANDLES

Ladder Style Pulls say "notice me" when mounted to a heavy frameless shower enclosure. The extra height, when compared to typical shower door pull handles, makes for a unique appearance and contemporary design. Ladder Style Pull Handles are for back-to-back mounting supplied throughbolts on 3/8" (10 mm) or 1/2" (12 mm) thick glass.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: 3/4" (19 mm) Brass Tubing
Glass Thickness Range: 5/16" (8 mm) to 1/2" (12 mm)
Hole Diameter Required: 5/8" (16 mm) (See Chart for Center-to-Center)

The extra height, when compared to typical shower door pull handles, makes for a unique appearance and contemporary design. Ladder Style Pull Handles are for back-to-back mounting supplied throughbolts on 3/8" (10 mm) or 1/2" (12 mm) thick glass.

RM SERIES FLAT OUTSIDE SURFACE / ROUND TUBING INSIDE BACK-TO-BACK PULL HANDLES

The RM Series Back-to-Back Handles offer features from both the popular SQ and MT Series Handles. The RM Series Handle has a flat outside surface, thus having the square cornered appearance of the SQ Series. Therefore it is a good choice for similar CRL Hinge Series such as Geneva, Vienna, Concord, Cardiff, and others. The inside portion of the handle has the same round tubing as the MT Series Handle, ensuring a comfortable grip.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: 3/4" (19 mm) Brass Tubing
Glass Thickness Range: 1/4" (6 mm) to 1/2" (12 mm)
Hole Diameter Required: 1/2" (12 mm)
Center-to-Center Hole Spacing: 6" (152 mm); 8" (203 mm)

Most models are stocked in the finishes shown here, other finishes are available on special order.